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Introduction



Introduction

On May 14th, IBM announced Tailored Fit Pricing 

(TFP).  This new pricing model includes the 

following options:

▪ Enterprise Capacity solution

▪ Enterprise Consumption solution
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Introduction

Both options will not reduce the customers current 

software costs 

Savings can be obtained in case of any type of 

workload growth, not only for new applications

The IBM goal is making the z/OS environment a 

more attractive choice for customers investing on it
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Introduction

Even if the adoption of TFP is not mandatory, we 

expect that, as it happened for sub capacity pricing, 

it will become the standard in the next years

 It’s important to note that, at the moment, TFP can’t 

be adopted by outsourcing providers
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Capacity management with 4HRA

The major issues with the 4HRA pricing model are:

a) Need to manage the software running in each 

LPAR

b) Use of soft capping techniques to keep the 

4HRA peaks under control

c) Not caring what is happening outside of peak 

hours
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Capacity management with 4HRA

a) Need to manage the software running in each 

LPAR

▪ a lot of efforts are sometimes needed to relegate 

software products only to a limited number of 

LPARs in order to reduce their costs
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Capacity management with 4HRA

b) Use of soft capping techniques to keep the 4HRA 
peaks under control

▪ soft capping is artificially limiting the power of the 
machine with consequent performance degradation 
and increased overhead (increased contention on 
processor caches also due to less favourable
HiperDispatch polarization)

▪ managing the soft capping limits requires  
considerable manual efforts or the adoption of 
expensive software products
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Capacity management with 4HRA

c) Not caring what is happening outside of peak 

hours

▪ not peak hours don’t influence the software costs 

and the hardware resource needed so they have 

been “abandoned”, in the last years, unless of 

specific performance issue requiring mandatory 

tuning actions
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Capacity management with 4HRA

Both TFP solutions eliminate the a) and b) issues

For what concerns c) the TFP effects will be 

different depending on the selected option; they will 

be discussed in the following slides
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Enterprise Capacity

The Enterprise Capacity solution is a discounted 
full-capacity licensing model that determines the 
software costs based on:

▪ the size of the physical environment

▪ the mix of workloads running on it

▪ the committed workload growth (20% minimum)

▪ the size of development and test environments 
(DevTest)
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Enterprise Capacity

The key point when adopting this solution is fixing 

the price, especially when transitioning from the 

4HRA model

The price is a blended price that takes into account 

existing workloads, committed growth and the size 

of DevTest environments

Let’s try to explain how it works with simple 

examples
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Enterprise Capacity – Example 1 

A customer is using a machine targeted at 1.000 

MSU 

 In the last 12 months the SCRT reports shows the 

peak values reported here
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A group capacity limit is set to 800 MSU (red line)

 The 4HRA peaks reached that limit in many months 
and in general all the monthly peaks were very close to 
800 (blue area)

 IBM and the customer agreed that in the last year the 
amount of money the customer paid covered 800 MSU 
capacity

 The amount of money paid in the last 12 months was 
9.600.000,00 US$

 The cost per month is set to 800.000,00 US$
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 If the customer will adopt the Enterprise Capacity 
solution, keeping the same machine, he is committing 
to a 25% growth which is more than the minimum 
required by IBM

 The cost for each MSU of the committed growth will be 
typically 50% of the cost paid in the last year

 In this case the customer can use all the machine with 
no limitation at a fixed monthly cost of 900.000,00 US$ 
(instead of 1.000.000,00 US$)
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Of course, real cases can be more complicated

 In this example we assumed the workload types will 

remain exactly the same (which can be true in 

many cases) 

We also didn’t consider that customers may get 

much more capacity at the same price for their 

development and test environment by adopting the 

DevTest option
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DevTest contribution during production peak is used 
to calculate cost of the DevTest solution

Let’s suppose that in our example development and 
test LPARs contributed to the last 3 months cost by 
about 5%

The split monthly cost will become:

▪ Production 760.000,00 US$

▪ Dev/Test 40.000,00 US$
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Max DevTest usage is here is considered as Base 

Capacity 

 It can be doubled or tripled based on customer’s choice

 Let’s suppose that max capacity used by DevTest has 

been 80 MSUs (10% of 800 MSUs)

Customer can triple the DevTest capacity, maintaining 

the same contribution to the software price, to get 240 

MSUs
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MSUs available and software costs will become:

▪ Production base: 760 MSUs (760.000 US$)

▪ Production 25% growth: 190 MSUs (95.000 US$)

▪ Dev/Test: 240 MSUs (40.000 US$)

Of course, the customer in our example will need a 

bigger machine, able to provide the total MSUs 

needed 
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Enterprise Capacity - Benefits 

 The benefits of this solution are :

▪ Flexibility to reconfigure technical environments inside 
each LPAR container (e.g. Production, DevTest) without 
changes to licensing requirements or pricing

▪ No need for software capping

▪ No need for SCRT reports

▪ Increased DevTest capacity

▪ Simplest available pricing

▪ Allowance for aggressive growth pricing
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 Capacity planning will be done “traditionally” measuring and 

forecasting the hardware resources needed in the peak hours 

to meet the service level objectives

 Software costs will only be influenced by changes in hardware, 

by new software program added, or by an IBM price action

 Workload growth in peak hours will influence software costs 

only in case an upgrade will be needed

 Workload growth, application inefficiencies, loops and 

anomalies outside peak hours will not affect software costs

 They will also not be influenced by LPAR size and configuration
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Enterprise Capacity – Is it for you? 

 You need to be sure that your workload will grow otherwise 

you will risk paying much more than needed 

 Even if part of the machine MSU will be heavily discounted 

you will pay for the full size of the machine

 This solution should appeal most to enterprises who 

expect their workloads to expand and value cost 

predictability and operational simplicity
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Enterprise Consumption

 The Enterprise Consumption solution is a very innovative 
concept for what concerns the z/OS software pricing; the 
idea behind it is very simple: you will pay all the MSU you 
use

 With this solution the software costs are based on:

▪ the mix of workloads running in the customer environment

▪ the committed workload growth (2% minimum per year of the 
contract term)

▪ additional growth

▪ the size of DevTest environments
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Enterprise Consumption

 The MSU consumption model is based on the total 
MSUs consumed annually; this model will be very 
beneficial to customers with seasonal workload pattern 
variations; in fact, the contracted MSUs can be used in 
any month, as workload demands require

 In addition, if at the end of the year a certain amount of 
MSUs have not been used they can be moved to the 
next year “budget” if the next year is still in the contract 
scope (reconciliation process)
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Enterprise Consumption

The key points when adopting this solution are :

▪ fixing the committed MSUs to pay (baseline MSUs + 

committed growth)

▪ fixing the price of the baseline MSUs

▪ fixing the price of growth MSUs 
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Enterprise Consumption – Example 3 

The committed MSUs are calculated starting from 

last year SCRT reports and adding to it the agreed 

percentage of growth

Let’s suppose a customer used 20.000.000 MSUs 

in the last year and he agreed on a 2% committed 

growth: he will commit to pay 20.400.000 MSUs in 

each of the next 3 years
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Enterprise Consumption – Example 3 

Let’s suppose the customer in our example spent 

20.000.000 US$ in the last year

The price of each baseline MSU will be 1 US$
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Enterprise Consumption – Example 3 

At the end of the year, both the MSUs of the 
committed growth and any MSU consumption 
above the committed MSUs will receive growth 
pricing

Even if there is some margin of negotiation, growth 
pricing is typically 50% less than the baseline MSU 
pricing

The growth pricing, in our example, will be 0,5 US$ 
per MSU
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Enterprise Consumption – Example 3 

Let’s suppose the customer in our example will use:

▪ 19.400.000 MSUs in the first year

▪ 22.000.000 MSUs in the second year

▪ 21.000.000 MSUs in the third year
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Year Used MSUs Committed MSUs

Additional 

growth MSUs Baseline cost

Committed 

growth cost

Additional 

growth cost Total cost

1 19.400.000 20.400.000 -1.000.000 20.000.000,00   200.000,00       20.200.000,00 

2 22.000.000 20.800.000 200.000 20.000.000,00   400.000,00       100.000,00   20.500.000,00 

3 21.000.000 21.200.000 -200.000 20.000.000,00   600.000,00       20.600.000,00 
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Enterprise Consumption – Example 3 

 In this example we assumed the workload types will 

remain exactly the same (which can be true in 

many cases) 

We didn’t consider that customers may get much 

more capacity at the same price for their 

development and test environment by adopting the 

DevTest solution (same considerations discussed 

for the Enterprise Capacity solution applies)
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Enterprise Consumption - Benefits 

 The benefits of this solution are :

▪ Flexibility to reconfigure technical environments inside 
each LPAR container (e.g. Production, DevTest) without 
changes to licensing requirements or pricing

▪ No need for software capping

▪ Increased DevTest capacity

▪ Price based on the MSUs used

▪ Allowance for aggressive growth pricing for both new 
and existing applications
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 Capacity management will radically change

 The good news is that peak capacity will now only be relevant 

for hardware capacity planning; it will not determine the 

software costs anymore

 The bad news is that every used MSU counts towards billing 

 This may also have a positive effect on tuning activities 

because every hour of the month may provide an opportunity to 

optimize and reduce software costs

39Enterprise Consumption - Capacity Planning 



 Workload growth outside of peak hours will now affect software 

costs, however anomalies such as application loops can still be 

omitted from SCRT reporting as was done previously

 It’s also worth considering however that customers can no 

longer leverage soft capping mechanism to control what they 

will pay at the end of the month 

 They need to implement all the needed procedures and 

controls to prevent abnormal consumption
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 A positive side effect is that the elimination of software capping, 

and therefore full use of all the available capacity, will likely 

improve application performance and reduce CPU 

consumptions

 At many sites it can also be an opportunity to reduce the batch 

window times without an increase in software billing
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 We discussed a lot about MSUs; what they really are and how 

you can measure them?

 MSU means Million Service Units per hour; it is a measurement 

of the amount of processing work a machine can perform in 

one hour

 The total yearly MSUs, to be paid when adopting the Enterprise 

Consumption solution, is simply the sum of the MSUs 

consumed by all the LPARs in each hour of the year
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 RMF writes MSU ratings info the SMF70MCR field of SMF 70

 To calculate the amount of MSUs used in each hour by an 

LPAR you need to apply the following formula:

(LPAR CPU seconds used / 3600) * (CEC MSUs / CEC #CP)

 All the needed information is available in SMF 70 records

 The LPAR CPU seconds used need to be calculated starting 

from the SMF70EDT  field (LPAR effective dispatch time)
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Enterprise Capacity – Is it for you? 

 This solution should appeal to many enterprises including:

▪ those who are growing 

▪ those with strong seasonal and/or daily variation in the 

workload

▪ those requiring simplicity of management/operation/licensing

▪ those where the machines are capped below the owned and 

available infrastructure capacity
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Questions ?


